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have offered some feedback after my piece
in the August edition, but it seems that I am
disappointed there too.

Chairman’s Message
“Baked Deganwy”

On the subject of disappointment, it was a
very unfortunate situation that forced the
cancellation at short notice of the joint
meeting with Geoscience Wales, but I am
pleased to hear that our speaker is anxious to
go ahead as soon as it can be re-scheduled in
the Spring. It is a matter of serious
consideration that the fate of the NWGA and
GSW may be more closely linked in future especially as they have introduced a 'social'
membership for those with no interest in the
professional networking part of their
foundation.

At last the climax of the Great British Bake
Off has been reached! We need no longer
worry about our pastry, soggy bottoms,
fondants, sugarwork or indeed the
temperature of our proving-drawer. Instead
we can concentrate upon..........geology! But
even geologists are competing at baking, and
as I have been catching up with some
reading recently, I am indebted to
Geoscientist, monthly organ of the
Geological Society for the discovery that
they not only sponsored a competition with
prizes, but that third place was awarded to
Gwenno Talfryn, who is not a member of the
NWGA (although her proud parents are).
Reflected glory indeed! Llongyfarchiadau,
Gwenno.

We are now looking forward to 2015, and
you will see the final details of the Annual
General Meeting inside this issue. It is with
surprise and regret that we will have to
accept the resignation from the position of
Meetings Secretary of Will Jones, who is
moving away from the district now that his
retirement from Robertson is complete. We
shall miss him, and the programme that he
has held together since the Spring has been
first class, aided as always by those whose
suggestions and networking have turned
ideas into engagements. We will also be
losing Frank Buxton as treasurer, and we
thank him for his straightforward approach
to balancing the books on our behalf.

Maybe the very poor turnout of members at
the October talk was down to the fact that
we had, unwisely, chosen the night of the
Bake Off final for our meeting, though I am
not sure how long in advance the television
schedules are published so that we can avoid
similar clashes in future. Fortunately, a
significant number of non-members thought
the talk sounded promising so we were
spared the embarrassment of presenting our
invited speaker to a no-show by 90% of our
members. The guiding principle that I have
adhered to since I founded the Association
back in 1994 - yes, twenty years ago - is that
meetings are the reason for its existence. We
are a subscriptions-based organisation that
holds meetings; we are not a publishing
house (despite Keith's heroic efforts) or a
quasi-statutory body like a RIGS group, and
we are not an educational charity. Therefore,
to obtain value from their subscription,
members should attend our meetings and if
they don't we are doing something wrong. I
had hoped that somebody (anybody) might

The visit to our area by October's speaker,
Dr. Joe Botting, had an unexpected spin-off.
Joe's travel plans by train from Mid-Wales
meant that we were able to entertain him
before the meeting and discuss at length his
researches, and the following morning to
take him on a field excursion before his
departure. Introducing him to the Deganwy
Quarries was an eye-opener, but the outcome
was the usual empty handed retreat apart
from evidence of significant burrowing of
the mudstones, and what might be a single
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the neighbouring valley that everybody uses
for a pleasant and rewarding walk to the
Aber Falls. The difference is that Nant
Anafon actually has some obvious glacial
features, no trees, and superb moraines;
quite apart from the classic lake which
resides in an excellent but little described
cwm with a fine terminal moraine, now
surmounted but not spoiled by a concrete
dam and spillway. Further evidence that
there is plenty to delight the geological
tourist in our area, even in the absence of
obvious rock outcrop.

sponge-spicule. Veteran that he is of
painstaking searches among weathered
debris for obscure biota, the conclusion was
that the lithology and age were highly
favourable, but the macrofauna were simply
missing, which is both a puzzle and an
invitation for explanation. Especially as our
own geological superheroine Gertrude Elles
waxed lyrical upon the locality in her 1909
paper, using words like "abundant" and
"huge" and describing a cosmopolitan
assemblage of the 'usual' Hirnantian fauna. I
hope that we might hear more of this story
because the state of the quarry is becoming a
disgrace, despite its protected and
supposedly managed condition.

Llandudno now has a fully-functioning
"Save Our Beach" pressure group, which
holds meetings, though the press and public
are not allowed in apparently, so we don't
yet know what the plan is. I hope it is worth
waiting for. Excavators have been busy at
Deganwy Promenade, but it's still too early
to see what is going on - I surmise that the
overburden at the foot of the existing
concrete wall has been uncovered for
surveying purposes. I hope to bring news on
both stories in due course.

Wandering as I do around the locality, on
and off the beaten track, I have been drawn
to the country between Llanfairfechan and
Abergwyngregyn which has a number of
prominent and intriguing landmarks. The
Spring took me to Dinas, that bare hill that
rises steeply from above the Nant y Coed
nature reserve. The summit is accessible by
permissive path, but it is the area to the north
of the summit with its extraordinary, frostshattered rocks and scree that is most
intriguing. A narrow and deeply-incised
gorge carries run-off from the slopes of Taly-Fan, the floor of which is simply carpeted
by large, beautiful erratic boulders. I can
find no published mention of the valley of
Afon Maes-y-Bryn, but my current
hypothesis is that it is a glacial meltwater
channel, which has become clogged up and
re-exhumed by post-glacial run-off. Either
way, it is a fascinating place, and if you like
igneous rocks, the contemplation of the finegrained, chilled minor offshoots of the
Penmaenmawr micro-diorite is worthwhile
too. There is another at Garreg Fawr which I
reached in August, and finally in September
I walked the length of Nant Anafon and was
delighted by the excellent glacial
topography, which is utterly different from

In view of the fact that we do not
traditionally hold a meeting in December
because it clashes with the Christmas
concert season, we have decided that we will
go a bit more festive and offer refreshments
at the meeting, so there will be wine, nibbles
and conversation to look forward to as well
as the geological programme. We look
forward to seeing you at the final meetings
of the 2014 programme, and to a
rejuvenation of the depleted committee at
the AGM.

Jonathan Wilkins
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Scratched and torn, we arrived at a small
quarry; a digger and two dumper trucks were
in action. The excavation, some 50 metres
across, seemed, at least for the most part, to be
in hard, black, cleaved shales, dipping perhaps
10 degrees to the north-east.

Articles:
Pyritic Rambles in the
Gwydir Forest

While in-situ pyrite was not obvious, samples
were common in the broken-out material and
in the couple of hundred tonnes or so of
stockpiled aggregate. We collected a little
more than was comfortable to carry before a
half-hour deluge hit us; a typical day-out in the
hills.

The excellent recent GA field trip led by Jan
Heiland reawakened a curiosity for an area
which I shared with a couple of other explorers
of dark places in the 1960’s. In those days Parc
Mine had only recently closed; ‘health and
safety’ was just common-sense; and the
Forestry Commission had yet to discover our
mining heritage. Rummaging in old mines was
so uncomplicated.

The commonest form of pyrite was a flat
sphere or cheese shape; diameters were from
20 to upwards of 150mm, typically ~50mm;
see Figure 1 below:

We (Maddy the dog and I) decided to do the
Llyn Geirionydd and Crafnant circular walk
and arrived at the lakeside car park on the
landscaped dumps of the former New Pandora
Mine in mid-morning. A multi-pierced youth
was washing sooty hands in the stream of mine
water discharging from the nearby adit.
Passing the time of day, the conversation soon
settled on some treasures he’d stumbled upon
during a forest walk. I questioned him on the
lump of gleaming pyrite he produced,
whereupon he popped back to his van and
returned with a couple of spherical lumps of
the mineral, remnants of a black graphitic (?)
matrix attached and with patches of a fibrous
mineral reminiscent of asbestos. Not to be
outdone his mate staggered across with a hefty
pear shaped chunk of pyrite the size of a
melon.

Often they were ‘crowned’ with tufts of
fibrous quartz (?); Figure 2:

It turned out that a new forestry road was
under construction; the aggregate was being
blasted from a makeshift quarry the position of
which my new friend kindly pointed out on the
map. Returning the following week, daughter
in tow, (double carrying capacity ?) we
decided to take a direct line to the location
rather than a circuitous forestry track ramble;
big mistake !
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reported aspects of the Cae Coch deposit.
Worthy perhaps of further (professional) study
?

Larger broken faces had a fissured appearance,
(septarian-like) the fissures filled with
secondary pyrite; Figure 3:

Peter Appleton
Editor’s note:
Any advance on Aplexograptus? gen. Elles
and Wood (Ashgill)?

Apps of the Month

The pyrite was sometimes seen as banded
layers, one example with evidence of ‘micro’
thrust-faulting; Figure 4.

A couple of handy stratigraphy apps include
geotimescale and GETstrat.
‘Geotimescale’ is, as its name suggests, a
simple geological time scale which can be
viewed either with or without ages. Additional
major events are also available where relevant
via a quick tap of the ‘i’s located throughout
the geological column.

Where the rock was broken across the
cleavage the surface was sometimes seen to be
crowded with graptolites; Fig.5.

While I have only a passing knowledge of the
local geology, it seems possible that the
cleaved black shales are at the horizon of the
‘black slates’ at the top of the Middle Crafnant
Volcanic Formation, with the pyrite
occurrence bearing some similarities with
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‘GETstrat’ is also a geological time scale with
ages from Gradstein et al. (2004) and Ogg et
al. (2008). However, GETstrat also includes
the option of displaying a eustatic sea-level
curve or magnetostratigraphy, which can be
viewed alongside the stratigraphic column as
required.
In addition, GETstrat has a useful search
facility allowing one to search directly for a
specific Period, Epoch or Stage name, either
by typing in the name or selecting from the
alphabetical list provided. A quick tap of the
name on the screen and the relevant part of the
stratigraphic column is displayed.

All in all, both are useful apps which allow
instant reference to the geological column
whenever or wherever required.

Gary Eisenhauer
Victorian Lantern Slides
It is funny how hobbies can develop out of
interest in something else. I have always
visited the second hand book shops in Hay on
Wye to collect books on – well almost
anything – but particularly old geological
books, often misplaced in geography, or even
astrology sections by the innocent, if rather
poorly informed, book shop attendant.
During my last visit I called in to an antique
shop, and started flipping through a collection
of old lantern slides, and searching for these
has now become a habit. The reason for this
interest is that these slides were very much the
Powerpoint of the day, and while technology
has changed regards the medium of delivery,
there is still much of interest in the content.
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Admittedly, there are a large number of
uninteresting slides (to me at least) needing
going through to find the little gems, but
hidden away amongst the New Testament
Bible Stories, Russian Architecture and the
Seven Wonders of the World were:

BGS Map Collection on
line
The increasing roll-out of the publicly funded
research undertaken by the BGS over the years
has been a very welcome occurrence. This has
now reached something of a climax with the
opening up of their entire back catalogue of
printed geological maps. These are offered as a
statement of geological knowledge which is
time limited, with those who need to know the
up to date thinking, or obtain the associated
background, being pointed in the direction of
the digital archive of material available.

… Fingal’s Cave

Nevertheless, for those of us whose interest in
the geology includes the historical aspect this
is a very welcome development.
Go to http://www.bgs.ac.uk/data/maps/ and
enjoy…

….and a “rock drill” crew.

Extract from the 1:50,000 Geological Sheet for
Bala – free at the point of delivery. Copyright
rests with the British Geological Survey,
reproduced with permission

More of this sort of thing to be shown at the
Member’s Evening.

KHN

The current intellectual
such that for non-profit
reproduced without the
infringement, however –
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About 20 erect arborescent lycophyte stems
have been found at several horizons. Some are
rooted in a coal parting where there are no
recognizable Stigmaria bases. The stem casts
are formed either in sandstone or less durable
mudstone. One Stigmaria is complete
spreading over nearly 5 metres and has a 1.7 m
tall trunk. Such well-preserved Stigmaria are
uncommon.

are still subject to copyright in the commercial
world. So good news for our field guides
going forward – but use these in reports at
work with caution!

KHN
Abstracts:

There are also large numbers of erect
Calamites stems still in their original growth
positions. The precipitation of an iron-bearing
oxide mineral within the pith cavity of the
partially buried stems formed a rigid layer
allowing sediments to fill it. Kernel density
map and nearest neighbour analysis of clusters
of cross sections of Calamites suggests that
each small patch of these pith casts represents
an individual plant spread by rhizomatous
growth.

Wednesday, November 12th

Evening Lecture: “The Fossil Forest at
Brymbo: Studies on preservation and ecology
of Carboniferous Plant Fossils”
The speaker
Professor Thomas is an honorary professor
within
the
Institute
of
Biological,
Environmental & Rural Sciences (IBERS) at
Aberystwyth University. His main area of
research is in Carboniferous palaeobotany
especially the taxonomy, geographic and
stratigraphic distribution and ecology of the
lycophytes and calamites. His other research
interests are geoconservation and living spore
bearing plants.

Wednesday, December 10th:
Member’s Evening:

Victorian Lantern Slides: Coal Mining
Industry.

Abstract

Following on from the short article in this
Newsletter I hope to present some fascinating,
and perhaps even revelatory, old lantern slides
that show the winning of coal from the turn of
the last century.

The Fossil Forest at Brymbo is of national and
international importance because of its unique
assemblage of plant fossils. About 14m of
Coal Measures of middle Duckmantian age are
exposed at Brymbo including two coal seams;
the Crank and 2-Yard Coals. There are
laminated mudstones crowded by fragments of
pteridosperms,
ferns,
Calamites
and
lycophytes. A thin layer of ironstone nodules
has yielded a similar range of plant remains.
Preservation of the two are different but both
contain stems that have yielded cuticles and
reproductive organs that yielded spores.
Careful recording of the plant fossils has
shown different assemblages to be recognised
from the various strata enabling tentative
ecological interpretations to be made.

Keith Nicholls

And now for something completely
different
Content being kept a secret
Frank Buxton

Walking with Dinosaurs, a Bolivian trail
or two.
Cal Orck’o is a 1500m long, 110m high cliff
just outside Sucre in Bolivia, and is one of the
largest collections of dinosaur footprints in the
world with over 5000 footprints of at least 8
species and 462 trails. The site was discovered
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London and Dover. It was at this time that his
teaching career began first at the University of
North London and subsequently teaching in
the field and classroom while at the Institute of
Archaeology. Dr Bates came to Lampeter in
1998 initially on a part time basis. Dr Bates is
now actively engaged in the investigation of
submerged landscapes in Orkney and Jersey.

in the 1990s at the local Fancesa cement
company and has been turned into a major
tourist
attraction
known
as Parque
Cretácico (Cretaceous Park), complete with a
dinosaur-themed park including a museum and
a collection of life-size dinosaur sculptures.
However, this presentation is a photographic
account my chance discovery of the site and
visit long before the building of Parque
Cretácico, back when the visitor centre was a
shed and access was allowed right up to the
wall……

Abstract
Flooding of the shelf areas around the British
Isles has occurred following deglaciation in
successive interglacials over the last 1 million
years. The impact of sea level change on
coastal topography and the route corridors
between the British Isles and continental
Europe has influenced the ways in which
human and animal colonisation took place
over these timescales. The impact of Late
Devensian / Holocene sea level rise is well
represented in both the archaeological and
geological record and our understanding of
both these areas of interest has grown
substantially in the last decade thanks to the
widespread use of new technology aimed at
surveying and investigating the sea bed.

Gary Eisenhauer

Castles and wells in North Wales
Motte and bailey castles and some stone
castles do not have a well, making them
vulnerable to prolonged siege. On the other
hand the Edwardian castles have carefully
built and sited wells of a common design.
Denbigh Castle shows what happens when a
well is unsuccessful.
Will Jones
Cheese, nibbles and wine!
Saturday, 24th January

In this talk a range of examples will be
discussed from the earliest occupation of East
Anglia, through changes in the English
Channel to submerged late prehistoric
landscapes in Orkney that illustrate how we
are beginning to understand something of
these submerged worlds.

Talk following the AGM (see notice
elsewhere) - Lecture to commence at 11:30hrs.
“Drowned landscapes of the British Isles”
The Speaker
Dr. Martin Bates describes himself as
Geoarchaeologist / Quaternary Scientist at the
crossroads of a number of disciplines
including archaeology, Quaternary geology,
engineering geology and environmental
science. His archaeological training began at
the Institute of Archaeology (now part of
University College London) in 1981 with a
BSc in Archaeology, followed by study for a
PhD at Royal Holloway. Practical training
included digging in Greater London and within
the City. and subsequently at a number of
Roman and Mediaeval waterfront projects in
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fossil record is based on shelly fauna
however, and it is only in the exceptional
“lagerstatte” that we get the opportunity to
study
directly reasonably
complete
ecological systems.

Reports:
North
Wales
Association Lectures

Geology

Joe Botting
“Exceptional
Ordovician”

Preservation

in

the

We saw stunning microscope and x-ray
images of sponges, worms and hydroids,
in all manner of detail, preserved typically
in association with pyrite, and usually
preserved in-situ, buried beneath or within
the event bed that killed them.

Welsh

Much work remains to be done, but much
has already been done. Those interested
may want to follow up:
Botting J and Muir L (2014), First postCambrian records of the reticulosan
sponges Valospongia and Hintzespongia
from the late Tremadocian of North Wales,
Acta Palaeontologica Polonica, Vol 59 (1).
Botting J et al ( 2012) Diverse middle
Ordovician palaeoscolecidan worms from
the Builth-Llandrindod Inlier of central
Wales, Palaeontology 55(3)

An X-ray image of an Ordovician hydroid from
Llanfawr Quarry

Well, this first meeting of our winter
season was an absolute treat for our
members and guests. Joe put together a
superbly illustrated talk based on the thesis
that the Welsh Basin, whilst studied for
many years, still has a lot to offer – if you
know where to look, and are prepared to
spend a little time.

or the open access article available here:
http://palaeo-electronica.org/content/2012issue-1-articles/191-welsh-holothurian-bed
Alternatively you may wish to visit his
website at: asoldasthehills.org .
Joe finished off, after rounding up his
current research in Afon Gam, and
somewhere in South Wales by firstly
posing a question – with rocks like these
on our doorstep, who needs China,
Argentina or Morocco? and secondly, by
giving this advice regards the hunt for
exceptionally preserved fossils:

Looking at the Ordovician in general Joe
contrasted the diverse fauna of the
Ordovician world, with the preceding
somewhat similar Cambrian global fauna
(Anomalocaris,
Hallucigenia
etc
everywhere, if you know where to find
them). It was also noted that following the
Ordovician radiation diversity was four
times greater than it was following the so
called Cambrian “Explosion”. Much of our

•
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Look for complete trilobites or
echinoderms to start with as they
indicate rapid burial
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•
•

•

•

•

Chester University 7:00PM (Tea and
Coffee from 6:30PM)

Look for pyrite (weathers to black
or orange)
Black streaks, wiggles, and blobs
are your friends – you often can’t
do much with them, but they are
often indicative of something
exciting to be discovered later
High sedimentation rate is the key
– but it does mean that fossils will
not be common – if you start
finding derived “death assemblage”
limestones stuffed with brachiopod
shells, disaggregated trilobites and
crinoid ossicles the exceptionally
preserved material will be long
gone
Think chemically – exceptional
preservation requires exceptional
conditions – so look for ash beds,
lagoons and strange sediment.
Don’t give up – perseverance is
possibly the key factor

Wednesday December 8th 2014
Members’ Evening
Pensychnant

NWGA: AGM
Saturday January 24th 2015 (10:00AM)
Canolfan yr Hen Felin, Abergwyngregyn
See Notice at rear of this Newsletter – and
Abstract for talk to follow by Dr Martin
Bates. (Talk starts at 11:30AM)

Institution of Civil Engineers –
North Wales Branch
Thursday November 6th 2014: 6pm
Life & Times of William Hazledine
Speaker: Andrew Pattison
Glyndwr
University,
Mold
Wrexham LL11 2AW
6PM

After submitting to questions Joe was
thanked by Jonathan Wilkins, and his
proposal for a vote of thanks was
acclaimed enthusiastically.

Road,

The ICE Evening Meetings are generally
“closed” and include a sit down meal.
However as a member I am entitled to take
along one guest to each meeting – so first
come first served – contact KHN to
confirm your attendance.

KHN
Dates for Your Diary:
NWGA: Evening Lectures

Institution
of
Materials,
Minerals and Mining – Western
Institute of Mining

Wednesday November 12th 2014
Joint Meeting with Geological Society of
London (North West Regional Group) and
Department of Biological Sciences,
Chester University
Professor
University

Barry

Thomas,

All meetings are held at the William Smith
Building, Keele University, and start at
7pm.

Aberystwyth

Monday 1 December 2014

"The
preservation
of
plants
as
fossils - with particular reference to the Brymbo
Fossil Forest"

“The History of Boulby Potash Mine”
Phil Bains, Cleveland Potash Ltd
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Monday 2 February 2015
“Winsford Salt
Innovations”

Mine

Committee Contacts:
Update

and

Chair and Website:

Gordon Dunn, Compass Minerals

Jonathan Wilkins

Monday 2 March 2015

Tel: 01492 583052

“Chalk Mines and Solution Features in
Hertfordshire and Problems they Cause”

wilkins@ampyx.org.uk

Meetings Secretary:

Clive Edmunds, Peter Brett Associates

British
Geotechnical
Association (Touring Lecture
Series)

Will Jones

Prof Eduardo Alonso.
Politècnica de Catalunya

willjones6@gmail.com

Tel: 01492 453007

Universitat

Secretary:

5th November, 6PM
“Rapid Landslides”

Judith Jenkins

Renold Building, Manchester University

judith.sunfield@yahoo.co.uk

Abstract available at:
http://bga.city.ac.uk/cms/html/Flyer%20%20Touring%20Lecture%202014%20V1.2.
pdf

Treasurer:
Frank Buxton
francis62@talktalk.net

Contact Gareth Belton on Tel: 0161
2009863 gareth.belton@pbworld.com

Newsletter Editor:
Keith Nicholls

NWGA Web Page and
Facebook Page Details:

Tel: 01352 750925 or 07442 495534
keithhnicholls@gmail.com
or keith.nicholls@opusinternational.co.uk

NWGA Website:
http://www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc

NWGA Facebook Page:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/northwal
esga/
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Notice is hereby given of the Annual General Meeting of the Association

January 24th (Saturday) 2015: 10:00AM
Canolfan yr Hen Felin, Abergwyngregyn
AGENDA
Apologies for Absence
Minutes of the previous AGM (Saturday January 26th, 2014)
Chairman’s Report (& Membership)
Treasurer’s Report
Elections for the posts of:
Chairman: (incumbent Jonathan Wilkins)
Treasurer: (incumbent Frank Buxton – standing down)
Secretary: (incumbent Judith Jenkins)
Meetings Secretary: (incumbent Will Jones – standing down)
Newsletter Editor: (incumbent Keith Nicholls)
Ordinary Committee Members: (All Positions vacant)

Any Other Business
Please note that we are keen to receive any nominations or offers of assistance for any
committee post, so please contact the Secretary if you are interested, or if you have any
other item for consideration. Nominations for all posts will be accepted at the AGM, and
if necessary elections will be made by show of hands.
AGM at 10:00AM – followed by refreshments and a talk by Dr Martin Bates on “Drowned
landscapes of the British Isles” (the talk is expected to start at 11:30AM).
Non members are welcome – but unable to take an active role in the formal AGM
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